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Abstract

We study experimentally how different enforcement institutions influence public goods pro-
vision when subjects face two free-rider options typically available in decentralized settings;
non-membership and lack of contributions. Our results add to the existing body of research
in three ways. First, we show that the enforcement boosts cooperation only when subjects are
permitted to deter both free-rider options. Second, we find that subjects’willingness to allo-
cate costly punishment points is significantly stronger when the enforcement system permits
punishment of both types of free riding than when it permits punishment of only one type.
Finally, our results suggest that punishments only reflect preferences for equitable distributions
under enforcement institutions in which both kinds of free riding can be adressed.
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Introduction

The experimental literature on public goods provision demonstrates that subjects’behavior devi-
ates systematically from the predictions of standard game-theoretic models. A main finding is that
subjects frequently punish uncooperative behavior, even at a personal cost, and that such punish-
ments are anticipated and therefore shape behavior (e.g., Fehr and Gächter 2000; Kosfeld, Okada,
and Riedl 2009; Ostrom 2000; Ostrom, Walker, and Gardner 1992).
Practically all existing public goods experiments implement a combination of forced participa-

tion and voluntary contributions.1 Subjects are not permitted to opt out of the project as such;
their choice is limited to how much (if any) of their endowments they will contribute. Outside the
lab, however, agents frequently choose between participating or not in public goods projects.
We explore the effects of enforcement institutions when subjects face two free-rider options typ-

ically available in decentralized settings; non-membership and lack of contributions. Our results
add to the existing body of research in three ways. First, we show that the enforcement boosts
cooperation only when subjects are permitted to deter both free-rider options. Second, we find that
subjects’willingness to allocate costly punishment points is significantly stronger when the enforce-
ment system permits punishment of both types of free riding than when it permits punishment of
only one type. Finally, our results suggest that punishments only reflect preferences for equitable
distributions under enforcement institutions in which both kinds of free riding can be adressed.
To build intuition, consider some illustrations. First, states interact under anarchic conditions.

No central authority can force non-signatories to sign treaties, or force signatories to contribute in
accordance with treaty obligations. The system of sovereign states constitutes a "self-help system"
in which enforcement of participation and contributions is left to individual states (Waltz 1979).
Second, for unions to be effective, members must be willing to expend costly effort to produce
collective benefits, for example they must be willing to endure strikes and stand on the picket
line to raise wages and improve working conditions. Individual members have an incentive to free
ride on these collective efforts. This holds for both open and closed shop rules.2 The open shop,
however, faces an additional free rider problem; that of non-membership. In order to be effective,
members in the open shop must therefore be prepared to sanction non-membership and shirking.3

Third, residents in apartment complexes are often expected to take part in collective cleaning and
maintenance work on a regular basis (mostly annually). In these situations costly effort can be
avoided by the individual resident in two ways; by not showing up, or by showing up without doing
much (apart from socializing). It is not uncommon for residents to impose a fine on no-shows
(usually in the form of an add-on to their rent). Shirking, on the other hand, is normally dealt with

1To the best of our knowledge, McEvoy et al. (2011) constitutes the only experimental study that allows free
riding both in the form of nonparticipation and noncompliance in a public goods setting. Their interests differ
significantly from ours however; they study the size of stable coalitions when participants must fund a third-party
enforcer to ensure compliance.
A large literature on endogenous group selection also exists (e.g., Ahn, Isaac, and Salmon 2009; Charness and

Yang 2010). In this literature, subjects self-select into groups and only group members benefit from public goods
production; hence, this literature addresses provision of a club good. In contrast, we focus on provision of a pure
public good in a decentralized setting, meaning that both members (insiders) and nonmembers (outsiders) benefit
from it’s provision.

2The terms "closed shop" and "open shop" are defined slightly differently in different works, and the conceptual
debate goes some time back (see for instance Hoagland 1918). For our purposes the following will do: Under closed
shop rules, only union members are eligible for employment. Under open shop rules the firm may also hire non-
members.

3Unions can be quite good at ensuring membership under open shop rules. See Dunn and Gennard (1984) for an
assessment of U.K. union densities, contingent on closed and open shop rules, in the 1970s.
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solely by means of social pressures.
We conduct a controlled laboratory experiment to analyze the effects of different enforcement

institutions in situations where both participation and contribution is voluntary. The experiment
has three stages. In stage one, which is non-standard in existing public goods experiments, subjects
choose whether to participate in a project that benefits participants and non-participants equally.
In stage two, participants to the project decide how much of their fixed endowment to contribute
to the public good. Thus, in our experiment subjects can avoid making costly contributions in two
ways - by not participating in the project or by participating without contributing. Finally, stage
three is an enforcement stage, where subjects who have chosen to participate in the project can
allocate punishment points to punishable others. Punishment points are costly not only for the
punished subject, but also for the punishing insider. Our experiment implements four enforcement
institutions: (i) no enforcement, (ii) only enforcement of contributions, (iii) only enforcement of
participation, and (iv) enforcement of participation and contributions.
This design enables us to study the different enforcement institutions’ effect on the average

participation in the project, on the average contribution among insiders, on the average total
contribution (“effectiveness”), and on the extent to which insiders allocate punishment points.

Material incentives

Consider a three-stage one-shot game with n players, each of whom is endowed with z units of
a numéraire good. In stage one, all players decide simultaneously whether to participate in a
project. Participating reduces a player’s endowment from z to z(1 − d) units, where 0 < d < 1;
hence, participation is costly.4 Once made, the participation decisions become public knowledge
for the players. We denote players who participate “insiders”and players who do not participate
“outsiders.”Let m be the number of insiders, so that n−m is the number of outsiders.
In stage two, insiders decide simultaneously how much of their endowment they will contribute

to a public good; thus, insider i’s contribution ci must satisfy ci ∈ [0, z(1− d)]. Outsiders cannot
contribute; hence, for outsiders ci = 0. Once made, the contribution decisions become public
knowledge for the players.
Stage three is an enforcement stage. We consider the effect of three enforcement institutions for

a regime with voluntary participation (VP):

VP treatment 1 Insiders can punish other insiders.

VP treatment 2 Insiders can punish outsiders.

VP treatment 3 Insiders can punish both insiders and outsiders.

As a control, we also consider the effect of enforcement of contributions in a regime with forced
participation (FP).
In all three VP treatments, as well as in the FP treatment, subjects play 10 periods without

enforcement, followed by 10 periods with enforcement.5 Hence, our design enables us not only to
compare behavior across different enforcement institutions, but also to compare behavior under
each enforcement institution to behavior without enforcement.

4This assumption ensures that a unique subgame-perfect equilibrium exists and reflects the intuition that an
individual cannot join without making at least a small contribution toward reaching the stated goals of the group.

5Notice that all three VP treatments are identical in the first 10 periods.
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Regardless of the enforcement institution, outsiders cannot punish other players. Punishment
consists of insider i allocating punishment points P ∈

[
0, P̄

]
to a punishable player j. Pij denotes

the number of punishment points allocated by i to j. We consider the usual punishment technology
in which one Pij detracts one unit of the numéraire good from the payoff of player i (the punishing
player) and detracts three units of the numéraire good from the payoff player j (the punished
player). Once made, punishment decisions become public knowledge for the players, payoffs are
distributed, and the game ends.
If player i is an insider, its payoff is:

U Ii = z(1− d)− ci + α
n

∑m
j=1 ci −

∑n
j=1 Pij − II

(
3
∑m
j=1 Pji

)
Here the first term represents insider i’s endowment, the second term represents its contribution,

the third term represents its benefit from own and other insiders’contributions (with α
n representing

the marginal return of a unit contributed to the public good), the fourth term represents the cost it
incurs by punishing other players, and the fifth term represents the cost it incurs by being punished
by other insiders. The indicator variable II takes the value zero in VP treatment 2, and one
otherwise.
Similarly, if player i is an outsider, its payoff is:

UOi = z + α
n

∑m
j=1 ci − IO

(
3
∑m
j=1 Pji

)
Here the first term represents outsider i’s endowment, the second term represents its benefit

from insiders’contributions, and the third term represents the cost it incurs by being punished by
insiders. The indicator variable IO takes the value zero in VP treatment 1, and one otherwise.
Consider a situation in which it is common knowledge that all n players are rational and purely

self-regarding. What will be the game’s subgame-perfect equilibrium? Using backward induction,
we find that if stage three is reached, no insider will punish, because such punishment is costly for
the punishing player. Our design satisfies 1

1−d < α < n. If stage two is reached, no insider will
make a contribution, because the insider’s marginal cost of contributing a unit of the numeraire
good is 1; in contrast, its marginal benefit of contributing a unit is αn < 1. Finally, at stage one, no
player will participate, because insiders’endowment is z(1 − d), whereas outsiders’endowment is
z > z(1 − d). Hence, for all treatments the unique subgame-perfect equilibrium is that all players
choose to be outsiders, meaning that in equilibrium stages two and three are never reached and each
player’s payoff equals its endowment z. Provided that 1

1−d < α, this subgame-perfect equilibrium
is Pareto dominated by the non- equilibrium outcome wherein (1) all players participate, (2) all
players contribute their entire endowment , and (3) no player allocates punishment points.6

Backward induction shows that in a finitely repeated game such as ours, the stage-game equi-
librium will be played in every period.

Reciprocity

Typically, in public goods experiments subjects are allowed to play the game a fixed number of times
(often 10). The behavior predicted by the subgame-perfect equilibrium of the standard model is

6 In the baseline treatment, the unique subgame-perfect equilibrium is that no player ever contributes and no
punishment is imposed.
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generally not observed. If allocation of punishment points is not possible, average contributions
typically start at sizable levels (40—50% of the endowment) in the first period and gradually taper
off, reaching a fairly low level (10—15% of the endowment) by the last period. In contrast, if
allocation of punishment points is possible, average contributions typically start at a higher level
(60—70% of the endowment), and approach very high levels (75—100% of the endowment) by the
last period.7 Thus, the possibility of allocating punishment points influences behavior in forceful
ways.
While the exact mechanisms producing these results are not well understood, it is generally

thought that heterogeneity in subject motivations plays an important role. A sizeable portion
of subjects seem to be “reciprocators” (see e.g., Fehr, Fischbacher, and Gächter 2002, Fehr and
Gächter 2002). Reciprocators increase (decrease) their current contribution if their contribution in
the preceding period was below (above) the average contribution (or some other appropriate tar-
get) in the rest of their group. The observed decline in average contributions in the no-punishment
treatment is thought to stem from reciprocators’being overoptimistic concerning the subject mix;
in particular, reciprocators tend to underestimate the portion of purely self-regarding players. Nu-
merous replications suggest that purely self-regarding subjects constitute roughly one-third of the
subject pool (in modern societies). Reciprocators’overoptimistic bias concerning the subject mix
causes them to provide sizable contributions in the first period, and to adjust downwards over time
as they observe average contributions below their expectations.8

When allocation of punishment points is possible, subjects can discipline free riders. Although
allocating punishment points is costly, subjects often allocate them. It is generally thought that
“strong reciprocity”plays a role here. A strong reciprocator is prepared to sacrifice material gains
to punish subjects that violate cooperative social norms.9 If a purely self-regarding player believes
strong reciprocation is suffi ciently widespread, and if allocation of punishment points is possible,
contributing at a level that avoids punishment may well be a best response (see e.g., Fehr and
Fischbacher 2005; Gürerk, Irlenbusch, and Rochenbach 2006).

Design and Implementation

Our experiment used the following parameter values: n = 4, z = 22, d = 1
11 , and α = 1.6. Each

insider could allocate integers from 0 to 10 as punishment points to each punishable player in
its group. We implemented the following rules: (1) if a subject’s net income after stage three
was positive, the subject received that (positive) income for that period; (2) if a subject’s net
income after stage three was negative, we limited the subject’s loss for that period to the cost of
the punishment points the subject allocated in that period. To make bankruptcies unlikely, we
allocated 25 additional units of the numéraire good to each subject after period 10.10

As explained in the previous section, we ran three VP treatments and one FP treatment (as a
control). The first 10 periods of each VP treatment consisted of stages one and two only; that is,

7 Isaac, Mark, and Plott (1985) initiated this literature. Ledyard (1995), Fehr and Schmidt (1999), and part 6 of
Plott and Smith (2008) provide excellent reviews.

8A challenge for this conjecture is that restarting the experiment with the same subject group tends to reproduce
the same pattern (Andreoni and Croson 2008).

9Ostrom (2000, 141) denotes such subjects “willing punishers,” stating that a willing punisher “will expend
personal resources to punish those who make below-average contributions to a collective benefit, including in the last
period of a finitely repeated game.”
10 In the unlikely —though logically possible —event of a subject’s going bankrupt, the administrator could allocate

credits to the bankrupt subject (to prevent termination of the session). We did not inform subjects about the credit
option, and we never used it, as no subject went bankrupt in our experiment.
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they included no enforcement. The last 10 periods consisted of stages one, two, and three; that is,
these periods included enforcement. However, the enforcement institution differed across the VP
treatments.
In the FP treatment, z = 20 and d = 0. In this treatment’s first 10 periods, only stage two

was played, so there was no enforcement. In the last 10 periods, stages two and three were played,
which enabled every group member to punish other group members.11 In all other respects, the FP
treatment was identical to the three VP treatments.
We recruited 180 subjects among bachelor students at BI Norwegian Business School. In each

of the three VP treatments, 44 subjects participated (in groups of four); hence, each VP treatment
included 11 groups. In the FP treatment, 48 subjects participated (again in groups of four); hence,
the FP treatment included 12 groups.
We implemented a partner matching in which the four-subject groups were formed randomly

at the beginning of each treatment and remained constant for that treatment’s 20 periods. In
each period, subjects received feedback on contributions and punishments made by other subjects
in their own group. This feedback was provided in separate columns. However, to prevent the
possibility of reputation building subjects were randomly rotated over columns from one period to
the next. These facets of our design permitted learning and adjustment in constant groups, while
making each period similar to a one-shot game. Subjects’anonymity was preserved throughout.
The experiment took Herrmann, Thöni, and Gächter’s (2008) z-tree files12 , computer screens,

and instructions as a point of departure.13 We modified their programming, computer screens, and
instructions only when required to accommodate our various treatments.
In each treatment the administrator, having seated the subjects at randomly drawn cubicles in

the lab, distributed the instructions and read them aloud. The treatment began after subjects had
answered a set of control questions designed to ensure they understood the payoff structure. Each
treatment lasted about two hours.
Subjects received a show-up fee of NOK 100 (approximately US$20 at the time of the experi-

ment) in addition to whatever they earned in the experiment. They received their earnings, which
averaged around NOK 200, in cash and privately, at the end of the treatment concerned.14

Results

We compare the results from our four treatments with respect to participation levels, average con-
tribution among insiders, average total contributions, and allocated punishment points. Compared
to traditional experimental designs that implement forced participation, our design with volun-
tary participation entails novel and interesting findings that throw new light on the conditions for
effective provision of public goods in decentralized settings.
Given our matching protocol, subject-level observations are independent across groups, but not

within groups (strategic interaction took place within groups). We therefore use within-treatment
group averages over all periods as data points. Between-group effects (differences across treatments
within the non- punishment and punishment phases, respectively) are tested using the Wilcoxon

11Notice that in the FP treatment, all group members were necessarily insiders.
12Fischbacher (2007).
13We are indebted to Simon Gächter for his immediate generosity in sharing his z-tree files and instructions with

us. Our instructions and z-tree files are of course available upon request.
14Average hourly earnings correspond to the going hourly rate for student research assistants at BI Norwegian

Business School.
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two-sample rank-sum test. Within-group effects (differences between non-punishment and punish-
ment phases for a given treatment) are tested using the Wilcoxon matched-pairs rank-sum test.

Participation: When only insiders are punishable, would-be free riders can escape punishment
by being outsiders. This escape option influences public goods provision negatively by limiting the
number of insiders:

Result 1 The average number of insiders is lower in VP treatment 1 (only insiders punishable)
than in VP treatments 2 (only outsiders punishable) and 3 (both insiders and outsiders pun-
ishable).

In the FP treatment, subjects cannot choose to be outsiders. Hence, in this treatment participa-
tion remains constant at 100% for all 20 periods. In contrast, in the three VP treatments, subjects
can choose to be outsiders. Here, average participation varies considerably across treatments and
across periods, but never comes close to 100%. In all three VP treatments, average participation
starts at around 70% in period 1 and gradually tapers off to around 45% in period 10 (Figure 1).
From period 11, VP treatments 2 and 3 introduce participation enforcement (insiders can punish
outsiders). In these two treatments, average participation then rises sharply to 80—90% and largely
remains there for the last 10 periods. In contrast, VP treatment 1 does not introduce participation
enforcement (from period 11, insiders can punish other insiders but not outsiders). Here average
participation continues to taper off during the last 10 periods, ending at 20—25%.

Figure 1 here

We find that in periods 11—20, average participation level is significantly lower in VP treatment
1 than in VP treatment 2 and VP treatment 3.15

Average Contribution Among Insiders: When only outsiders are punishable, would-be free
riders can escape punishment by participating without contributing. Although participation is
costly, so that would-be free riders must weigh the participation cost against the cost of being
punished for non-participation, this escape option caused high participation rates while undermining
public goods provision through low average contributions among insiders:

Result 2 The average contribution among insiders is lower in VP treatment 2 (only outsiders
punishable) than in VP treatments 1 (only insiders punishable) and 3 (both insiders and
outsiders punishable).

In the FP treatment, the average contribution (Figure 2) among insiders starts at 55—60% and
then gradually tapers off to 20—25% in period 10.16 In the three VP treatments, the average
contribution starts somewhat lower (between 35% and 50%), but here too the contribution level
gradually tapers off, reaching 10—25% by period 10 (figure 2). In periods 1—10, no significant
difference exists between the three VP treatments,17 and only one of the VP treatments (VP
treatment 3) differs significantly from the FP treatment.18

15VP3 p=.001; VP1 p=.001.
16Recall that in the FP treatment all subjects are insiders.
17VP1 vs. VP2 p=.870; VP1 vs. VP3 p=.375; VP2 vs. VP3 p=.670.
18FP vs. VP1 p=.140; FP vs.VP2 p=.132; FP vs. VP3 p=.010.
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From period 11, the average contribution among insiders in the FP treatment rises sharply (to
60%) and stays at 60—75% for the remaining periods. VP treatment 3 displays a similar effect.
By contrast, in VP treatments 1 and 2 the average contribution among insiders in periods 11—
20 remains at roughly the same level as in periods 1—10. Thus, the average contribution among
insiders is significantly lower in VP treatment 2 than in VP treatment 3 in the last 10 periods.19

No statistically significant difference exists between VP treatments 1 and 2.20

Figure 2 here

Why are insiders’contributions low in VP treatment 1? At low participation rates (few insiders),
exploitation of insiders by free-riding outsiders is substantial. However, insiders cannot correct such
free riding through directed punishment; indeed, the only option insiders have for hurting free-riding
outsiders is to limit their contributions.
Note that making only insiders punishable has no discernible effect on the average contribution

among insiders; for VP treatment 1, no statistically significant difference exists between the initial
10 periods without enforcement and the last 10 periods with enforcement.21

Average Total Contribution: Recall that an escape option exists in VP treatments 1 and 2,
but not in VP treatment 3 or in the FP treatment. Our results suggest that when would-be free
riders have an escape option, enforcement does not enhance the average total contribution:

Result 3 In VP treatments 1 and 2, the average total contribution in the last 10 periods is not
significantly higher than in the first 10 periods.

In contrast, when would-be free riders do not have an escape option, enforcement enhances the
average total contribution substantially:

Result 4 In VP treatment 3 and in the FP treatment, the average total contribution in the last 10
periods is significantly higher than in the first 10 periods.

In the FP treatment, participation invariably equals 100%; hence, the average total contribution
necessarily equals the average contribution among insiders. As we have seen, this level starts around
55%, gradually tapers off to around 25% by period 10, increases sharply to 65—70% when allocation
of punishment points becomes possible from period 11, and stays roughly at that level for the last
10 periods.
Unsurprisingly, as the participation level in the three VP treatments is invariably below 100%,

the average total contribution in those treatments begins much lower (around 33%). Here too, the
average total contribution gradually tapers off, reaching 10—15% by period 10 (Figure 3).

Figure 3 here

19p=.005.
20p=.718.
21p=.657.
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From period 11, the observed pattern differs sharply between the three VP treatments. In
VP treatment 1 (only insiders punishable), the average total contribution continues to taper off
to around 10% by period 20. In VP treatment 2 (only outsiders punishable), the average total
contribution increases slightly from period 10 to period 11, but then starts tapering off again.
Perhaps the most important finding from VP treatments 1 and 2 is that enforcing either only

contributions (VP treatment 1) or only participation (VP treatment 2) does not increase the average
total contribution. We find that in VP treatment 2, the average total contribution in the last 10
periods is not significantly different from the level in the first 10 periods.22 Concerning VP treatment
1, we find that the average total contribution in the last 10 periods is actually significantly lower
than in the first 10 periods.23

However, enforcing both participation and contribution has a very substantial positive effect on
the average total contribution. In VP treatment 3 (both insiders and outsiders punishable), the
average total contribution increases sharply from period 10 to period 11 and remains high for the
last 10 periods. Both in VP treatment 3 and in the FP treatment, the average total contribution
in the last 10 periods is significantly higher than in the first 10 periods.24

Allocation of Punishment Points: As we have seen, the average total contribution is modest
in VP treatments 1 and 2; plenty of free-riding activity takes place. Nevertheless, subjects allocate
very few punishment points. In both treatments, the average number of allocated punishment
points starts as low as 1—1.5 (period 11) and ends even lower (period 20). This pattern seems to
reflect the futility of punishing outsider free riding when insider free riding cannot be punished, and
the futility of punishing insider free riding when outsider free riding cannot be punished.
In contrast, the average total contribution in the FP treatment and in VP treatment 3 is

significantly higher; considerably less free riding takes place. Nevertheless, the average number of
allocated punishment points is greater; more than twice the number allocated in VP treatments 1
and 2 (Figure 4).

Figure 4 here

Result 5 The average number of allocated punishment points is smaller in VP treatments 1 and 2
than in VP treatment 3 and in the FP treatment.

All four pairwise comparisons between VP treatments 1 or 2 on one hand and VP treatment 3
or the FP treatment on the other hand reveal differences that are statistically significant at con-
ventional levels.25 In contrast, no statistically significant difference exists between VP treatments
1 and 2, or between VP treatment 3 and the FP treatment.26

In our design, allocating punishment points is costly; hence, a rational and purely self-regarding
subject will never allocate punishment points. However, our results suggest that subjects’moti-
vation for allocating costly punishment points does have an instrumentally rational component:
Subjects’willingness to allocate punishment points is stronger when no escape option is available
(FP treatment and VP treatment 3) than when the presence of an escape option makes punishment
futile (VP treatments 1 and 2).

22p=.182.
23p=.041.
24VP3 p=.004; FP p=.008.
25VP1 vs. VP3 p=.008; VP1 vs. FP p=.015; VP2 vs. VP3 p=.006; VP2 vs. FP p=.012.
26VP1 vs. VP2 p=.870; VP3 vs. FP p=.559.
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Punishments and Inequality aversion: We now discuss our results in light of Fehr and
Schmidt’s (1999) model of inequality aversion. In this model players derive utility from their
material payoff, yet may experience a utility loss from both advantageous and disadvantageous
inequality. The loss terms are implemented as a deviation between own contribution and average
contributions from the others in the group, multiplied factors that are allowed to vary over sub-
jects. The model assumes that disadvantageous distributions give higher losses than equally sized
advantageous distributions. Technically this is captured by the multiplicative factors. If both of
the multiplicative factors are zero, we are back to the material payoffs described above.
Following Fehr and Gächter (2000) we regress received punishment points on average contribu-

tion (C−i) of others in the group (i.e. outsiders + insiders); as well as positive and absolute negative
deviances between own contribution and others’average contributions (Aheadi and Behindi). The
regressions shown in Table 1 have fixed effects for groups and periods.
In the FP regression, the larger the negative deviation is in absolute terms, the more punish-

ment points are received, and this relationship is significant. Positive deviations, however, are not
punished in a significant way. This replicates the findings in Fehr and Gächter (2000). However,
in contrast to their findings the negative sign on the average contribution of others is significant,
indicating that punishments grow harsher as the average contribution of others drop. Thus, groups
seem to have established an expected level of contributions, or a social norm, that they are prepared
to support by punishments.
In VP treatments 1 and 2 punishments are completely unrelated to own deviations from the

average contribution of others and subjects do not seem to enforce a social norm concerning the
contribution level.
In VP treatment 3, looking at insiders only, there is a significant and positive relationship

between (absolute) negative deviations and punishments received, no effect of positive deviations
on received punishment, and no enforcement of a social norm concerning the contribution level.
Looking only at outsiders, there is no sign of punishments being related to deviations from others’
average contribution, or of a social norm being enforced. Including both insiders and outsiders in
the regression, the positive and significant relationship between (absolute) negative deviations and
received punishment reemerges. Again positive deviations are not punished, and no social norm
concerning the contribution level is enforced.

Result 6 Preferences for equitable distributions are enforced only if free riders are unable to escape
punishments (FP and VP3), either by not participating (VP1) or by participating without
contributing (VP2).
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Table 1: Punishments and inequality aversion in the four institutions.

FP VP1 VP2 VP3
Insider: Yes No Yes Yes No Both

Constant 2.46 * * * 2.14 * * * 6.02 * * * 2.42 * * * 1.97 * 3.02
(.598) (.721) (1.58) (.563) (1.16) (.649)

C−i -.14 * * * -.18 -.17 -.01 .33 -.01
(.048) (.117) (.276) (.052) (.156) (.048)

Aheadi -.00 -.05 .11 -.09 -.09 -.09
(.054) (.049) (.470) (.055) (.272) (.055)

Behindi .14 * * * -.08 -.05 .21 * * * .03 .29 * * *

(.042) (.119) (.185) (.056) (.142) (.048)

F-stat 2.23 * * * 2.14 * * * 1.98 3.83 * * * 2.91 * * * 7.11 * * *

N 480 163 43 357 83 440

Fixed effects for unique groups and periods. (Standard errors). Significance levels: *** 1%;** 5%; * 10%

Profits: Do profits increase when punishments are permitted? The answer to this question is no.
In all treatment’s average payoffs are significantly higher in the first 10 periods than in the last 10
periods.27

Is the unconditional expected profits larger in some punishment institutions? Again the answer is
no. Average profits do vary somewhat over treatments in the punishment phase, but the differences
are not statistically significant.28 Thus, the experiment does not allow for firm advice with respect
to institutional design, based on welfare comparisons.
Conditioning on entry, the picture becomes more nuanced. Figure 5 shows average profits for

insiders and outsiders in the four treatments. In the no punishment phase, it clearly pays to be an
outsider.29 In the punishment phase it pays to remain an outsider in VP1.30 In VP2 it pays to
be an insider, and though the profit difference between insiders and outsiders decreases over time,
it continues to be significant at the end of the experiment.31 In contrast, the difference in average
profits over entry is not significant in VP3.32 . In essence, expected profits from entering roughly
equals expected profits from not entering, even though profits drift upwards over time.33

27FP p=.005; VP1 p=.000; VP2 p=.011; VP3 p=.000.
Note also that for the FP treatment, profits in the punishment phase stay significantly below profits in the non

punishment phase, even in periods 8-10 (p=.046).
Apparently actual enforcement is not eventually replaced by the mere threat of sanctions at high levels of contri-

butions, and consequently profits end lower in the punishments phase. This contradicts result 8 in Fehr and Gächter
(2000:993).
28Average profits per period (in experimental currency units) from period 11 onwards are: FP 18.8; VP1 20.5; VP2

21.2; and VP3 15.6. P-values for the ranksum tests of average profits are: FP vs. VP1 p=.622; FP vs. VP2 p=.356;
FP vs. VP3 p=.460; VP1 vs. VP2 p=.533; VP1 vs. VP3 p=.279; and VP2 vs. VP3 p=.251.
29p=.000.
30p=.000.
31Overall p=.000, while p=.050 in periods 18-20.
32p=.449.
33Comparing insider profits in periods 6-10 and 16-20 in VP3 also shows that profit differences for insiders are not

significantly different with and without punishments, as behavior stabilizes in at the end of a set; p=.0.285.
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Under anarchy (VP3) punishments are relatively more severe for outsiders than for insiders in
the first six punishment periods (see Figure 6). This induces outsiders to enter at an increasing rate
(see Figure 1). However, as outsider punishments decline from period 17 onwards, so does entry
from outsiders. The parallel movement in profits for insiders and outsiders is explained by positive
average contributions among insiders; and lower punishments of both insiders and outsiders over
time.

Figure 5 here
Figure 6 here

Result 7 Average profits in the four punishment institutions do not differ significantly over treat-
ments.

Conclusions

Our results establish that the presence of two free-rider options - opting out and shirking - can,
depending on the enforcement institutions, significantly hamper public goods provision. They also
reveal that subjects’ willingness to allocate costly punishment points is significantly stronger if
the enforcement institution permits punishment of both types of free riding, than if it permits
punishment of only one type. Furthermore, willingness to base punishments on the desire for
equitable distributions works only when both types of free riding can be punished.
More generally, our results indicate that enforcing only contribution or only participation will

have little or even no effect on public goods provision. Contribution enforcement without participa-
tion enforcement causes free riding to take the form of non-participation. Participation enforcement
without contribution enforcement cause free riding to take the form of non-contribution. To be ef-
fective, projects aiming to provide a public good must deter both types of free riding; thus, they
must deal with those that are reluctant to join, and those who have joined but are reluctant to
contribute.
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